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ABSTRACT 

Information Scientist and Computer Scientist; both are important professionals for the corporate and 

academic settings. Information Scientist is an information professionals who manages the information 

with solid backup of technologies specially the information technologist and computing. Information 

Scientist has to deal the information directly where as the Computer Scientist has to deal with 

information indirectly. There are many similarities and dissimilarities between the Information Scientist 

and Computer Scientist. This paper has mentioned such aspects in simple and in-general sense. Paper is 

mention about the job and responsibilities, placements and the educational qualifications and so on.  

Keywords— 

Information, Information Scientist, Computer Scientist, Technology Management, Comparison, 

Information Science Vs Computer Science, Information Society 

Introduction—  

Information Scientist is an interdisciplinary professional who is responsible for the information activities 

which include the collection, selection, organization, processing, management and dissemination [19], 

[32], [33]. However, the Information Scientist has to deal with the computing and information technology 

tools for better and healthy information management and solutions. Information Scientist is many ways 

similar with Computer Scientist; mainly for information activities [01], [05], [18]. Computer Scientist has 

to deal with the computing devices for solving complex problems and improving better organizational 

performance. Computer Scientist need to deal with the computing and information technologies such as 

database technologies, networking technologies, multimedia technologies, software technologies, 

communication technologies. Computer Scientist moreover deals with the computer analysis and 

designing and development of new computer systems, hardware and machinery for better and improved 

processing [02], [04], [19].   

Objective— 

The main aim and objective of this conceptual study is includes but not limited to the— 

 Information Scientist is an interdisciplinary professionals and this paper tries to find out such 

aspects in brief and conceptual manner. 

 To know about the similarities of the Information Scientist with the Computer Scientist and other 

professionals. 

 To find out the dissemination of the Information Scientist with the Computer Scientist. 

 To know about the professional and advance qualification required for the Information Scientist 

and Computer Scientist. 

 To know about the basic features between the Information Scientist and Computer Scientist. 

Methodologies— 

This paper is a kind of theoretical work and mainly carried by the research work of published paper. The 

review of literature plays an important role for doing this work. And in the category of review of 

literature, several secondary sources and primary sources have been used. The research journals related to 

the Information Scientist and Computer Scientist have been analyzed to draw a current picture and 

compare both the professions. Moreover web sources have been also deployed for doing the task. 
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Fig: 1 The Computer Scientist and Information Scientist and their role similar contribution 

 

Computer Scientist Vs Information Scientist: An Overview— 

Information Scientist is a position where the professional has to do several information activities powered 

by the technologies which include the computing and information systems. The Information Scientist has 

to deal with the information job of the organization for better and healthy information infrastructure 

building [03], [06], [20]. The easiness in information processing and management may bring by the solid 

professionalism of an Information Scientist [08], [09], [19]. The position is also very much close with the 

CIO and their job, responsibilities etc (Please refer Table: 1). 

Whereas Computer Scientist is normally deals the information task indirectly. Computer Scientist has to 

deal with the computing work and mainly for computer and systems improvement which include the 

better and healthy hardware and systems, software designing and so on. Moreover the Computer Scientist 

indirectly act as an Information Scientist as he also need to involve in the information task [07], [10], 

[21].    

Similarities— There are many similarities in between the task of Information Scientist and Computer 

Scientist. First of all both the professionals need to have an scientific view towards a problem or matter. 

More importantly they have to work with following the scientific principles and methodologies [11], [12], 

[22]. Hence both are Scientist. Secondly, Information Scientist has to follow and use the technologies 

such as computer software, database technologies, networking technologies, communication technologies 

and multimedia technology etc. whereas the Computer Scientist also deals with these technologies but 

they mainly involved for the theoretical formwork and activities where as the Information Scientist 

performs the applied task with these technologies for better and healthy management [13], [15], [20]. The 

Third similarity is Information Scientist and Computer Scientist both may be employed in several settings 

and organizations such as in the academic institutions (colleges and universities), research centers and 

companies and industrial units for their perspective purpose. Fourthly, Information Scientist need to deal 

with the management techniques for better activities and performance where as Computer Scientist also 

need to use the basics of management principles a little bit. Fifthly, based on respect and prestige the 

professionals received the honor among the common people and the professional world [14], [16], [22]. 

Sixthly, the remuneration and salary wise both the positions are more or less same. In the context of 
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International market the average salary of both the positions normally started with the 60000+ US dollars 

or equivalent per year. Seventhly, the required qualification for the Information Scientist mainly the 

Information Science, Information Technology, Information Systems and also Computing related 

professionals. And for this position the additional qualification is Management Science or 

Communications or Information Studies etc normally preferred where as for the Computer Scientist 

related positions the first preference is related to Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Software 

Engineering and thus the IT related subjects etc. Thus both need to learn about the latest of the related 

associations, foundations etc (Depicted in Fig: 2). 

Dissimilarities— Information Scientist and Computer Scientist have many dissimilarities in several 

context. Depending upon interdisciplinary approaches it is important to note that Information Scientist 

has to deal many domains and apart from the computing and IT related components such as 

Communication Science, Information Studies, Management Science, Designing and Interactive Science 

and so on.  

Chief Information Officer: Some Key Task and Areas 

Business Analysis  IT Management 

Enterprise Resource Planning  Information Systems Designing 

IT Policy and Development Corporate Skills 

CRM Legacy Modernization 

Decision Support Systems  Knowledge Management  

Management Information Systems Systems Re Engineering  

E-Governance  IT Cycling  

Table: 1 Depicted the Key task and role of the CIO which is very much similar with the Information 

Scientist [23], [29], [31] 

Computer Scientist and Information Scientist, both have to deal with the technologies related to the 

database, web systems, networking systems, communication systems, multimedia systems and so on. But 

the fact is that, Computer Scientist basically deal the subjects internally and more on how to design and 

develop or interact these technologies much better way for smooth and healthy computation [17], [23], 

[26]. Whereas Information Scientist is mainly deal these technologies for the better information 

preferences and healthy information infrastructure building. Computer Scientist position is not directly 

close to the people or organization where as the Information Scientist has to deal with the matter directly 

with the common people. Hence common people can get direct benefit from the Information Scientist 

[20], [24], [25]. Whereas the Computer Scientist involved the R/D. the educational qualifications of both 

the positions are more and always prefer the interdisciplinary skills. But it is a fact that Information 

Scientist position is much more broader as they have to manage the IT, Information and deal with others 

and in many context they have to perform on a public relationship offer. Thus, Information Scientist need 

a solid grounding of management skills, communication skills etc whereas the Computer Scientist has to 

deal with the mathematical skills [23], [27], [28]. Information Scientist has to deal with the position of 

Information Manager, Information Analyst, Chief Experience Officer, Chief Operation Officer, Web 

Administrator and Network Administrator as an applied scientist and engineers where as the Computer 

Scientist has to perform these technologies as theoretical scientist. However both need to engaged for the 

scientific and scholarly work and research output due to the position of scientist and need to upgrade time 

to time [19], [30].  
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Fig: 2- The important foundations and associations need to take care by the Information Scientist 

Findings— 

 Information Scientist is an interdisciplinary professional who knows the basic of information, 

technology and management.  

 Psychological applications and specially the cognitive science and applications are very much 

important and valuable for designing better information and contents. 

 Management is most urgent and used in the Information Scientist positions and in all case and 

all the related professional used the POSDCORB. 

Suggestions— 

 Information Scientist should use the Management Science principles to use and better information 

processing and information systems planning.  

 Information Scientist should be aware about the current happening of the IT, Information 

Systems, Computer Science, Software Engineering and side by side the information foundations 

such as Communication Science, Information Studies and other works.  

 They should carried out and keep the good relationship and similar agendas. 

 Continuing education needs to use in the professions. 

Conclusion— 

Information Scientist and almost all other information professionals have used information tools for basic 

information jobs which include the collection, selection, organization, processing and management of 

information. However each and every one mainly responsible for a specific other dealings and which 

include the software side, system side, designing side, web related side, network related side and so on 

and whereas Information Scientist has to deal all these areas depending upon need.  
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